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“Huh? Does she really think that it’s that easy to win against those two guards?”

“Exactly! Those two guards are Master Ace’s best disciples.”

“But seriously, I had never expected Aquila to be able to hire Ace to place him at the
casino.”

“I know, right?! This underground casino belongs to Aquila now.”

“Still, I heard that dice games are these two guards’ specialty.”

“Haha! Let’s watch how that little girl is going to embarrass herself later on.”

“Can we start now?” Janet leaned back on her seat lazily as she crossed her legs and
looked relaxed.

At that instant, even the guards felt like the little girl was one of the frequent visitors
at the casino as her attitude was too much like an experienced gambler.

The man shook his head and tried to snap out of his daze before he spoke to one of the
waiters next to him loudly. “Let her go first. I’m worried that she might start shaking
so much that she can’t play once she sees my skills.”

Right then, Janet’s eyebrows lifted as she chuckled lightly. “Is that so?” She smirked
as she grabbed the dice. “Thanks, I guess!”

After that, Janet threw the five dice that she was holding into the dice cup and looked
for a good angle before she started swinging it in the air.

Everyone looked surprised when they saw what she was doing as she seemed like she
was quite good at it. Even the man’s eyes widened when he noticed how the girl’s
technique didn’t look like that of an amateur. Instead, she seemed more like an
experienced gambler.

Right when everyone thought Janet was done, she suddenly stood up and increased
the swinging amplitude of the dice cup, causing the dice cup to look blurry from the
motion and none of them could see how fast she was going.

At the same time, a hint of shock flashed past Henry’s eyes. Her technique and
speed… You really can’t find another person like this in this casino!

Even Sean, who didn’t usually play with dice, looked taken aback, while a glimpse of
surprise flashed across Mason’s cold gaze. It seems my girl is pretty good at this.

When Janet finally placed her dice cup down, everyone there stood up excitedly.



Meanwhile, the man looked pretty uneasy as his eyebrows were knitted together
tightly.

Then, Janet raised her eyebrows before she gave Mason a knowing look with her
bright eyes. “Guess what’s the number inside?”

Mason smirked calmly before he leaned closer to her ear and whispered, “I’m not sure
about the numbers, but baby, you don’t look like an amateur from the way you swung
your dice just now.”

“Really?” Janet acted as if she had just come to a realization before she raised her
eyebrows. “Maybe it’s because I’m talented in gambling, so I managed to master it
within one lesson.”

Upon hearing that, Henry reached out to wipe off the cold sweat that was dripping
from his forehead. That was what Janet said as well when they went to the stone-
betting market, but she’d manage to get herself a top-grade jade during her first
attempt. Don’t tell me that all of the dice in the dice cup are sixes…

The guard chuckled when he heard her, but an unnerved look flashed across his gaze
before he tried to calm himself down. “Are you seriously trying to embarrass yourself
by showing off your mediocre skills?”

“Exactly! Show us the numbers inside if you dare!” Another guard, who was standing
by a side, went along with him and shouted that out as well.

Therefore, Janet started opening her dice cup slowly before seeing the numbers on the
dice that were ordered neatly in a line.

One, two, three, four, five; all five dice are lined up neatly in a row. It’s a total of
fifteen points! The guard was surprised to see this, but for him, it was still an easy
task to surpass a total of 15 points using five dice. Nonetheless, he couldn’t seem to
cheer up, for his facial expression darkened almost immediately when he saw the
series of numbers. How did that little girl manage to get the entire row of dice to show
a series of continuous numbers?

The crowd stared at the dice that were lined up with increasing numbers before
someone jeered, “Pfft! What’s there to brag about with just 15 points?”

“Exactly! For all we know, it might just be a coincidence.”

“Have you seen that girl’s proud look just now? I really thought she would have
gotten five sixes!”

Annoyed by the crowd’s loud chattering, the guard snapped impatiently, “Shut up!”
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